**LIFARS USE CASES**

**INDUSTRY:** Financial Institute

**SCENARIO:** A globally recognized Financial Institute needed to deliver a compliance program that included 5 highly visible time-constrained projects.

**LIFARS SERVICES:** LIFARS Project Management as a Service (PMaaS)

LIFARS provided the following services to address this time-sensitive compliance needs:
- Assigned qualified and committed project manager (PMP) to rescue the program and component projects.
- Quickly assessed issues and risks engaging relevant internal and external key stakeholders.
- Quickly developed program and component project plans.
- Established program and project governance structure.
- Monitored variances and delivered as per plans.

**RESULTS:**
- Client was able to meet audit and compliance mandates (NYDFS and ITGC) before aggressive deadline.
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**LIFARS USE CASES**

**INDUSTRY:** Global Medical Equipment Manufacturer.

**SCENARIO:** Upon suffering an APT attack from a state sponsored group, client needed to establish a solid Information Security Program to address evolving cybersecurity risk landscape. This endeavor included over 12 time-sensitive projects.

**LIFARS SERVICES:** LIFARS Project Management as a Service (PMaaS)

LIFARS provided the following services to address this time-sensitive compliance needs:
- Assigned qualified and committed project manager (PMP) to plan and manage the program and component projects.
- Quickly assessed issues and risks engaging relevant internal and external key stakeholders.
- Quickly developed program and component project plans.
- Established program and project governance structure.
- Monitored variances and delivered as per plans.

**RESULTS:**
- Client was able to establish a mature information security program adhering to an aggressive deadline imposed by the Board and Audit Committee.